The explosive growth of both the wireless industry and the Internet is creating a huge market opportunity for wireless data access. Limited Internet access, at very low speeds, is already available as an enhancement to some existing cellular systems. However, those systems were designed with the purpose of providing voice services and -at most -short messaging, but not fast data transfers. In fact, as shown in this article, traditional wireless technologies are not very well suited to meet the demanding requirements of providing very high data rates with the ubiquity, mobility, and portability characteristic of cellular systems. Increased use of antenna arrays appears to be the only means of enabling the types of data rates and capacities needed for wireless Internet and multimedia services. While the deployment of base station arrays is becoming universal, it is really the simultaneous deployment of base station and terminal arrays that can unleash unprecedented levels of performance by opening up multiple spatial signaling dimensions.
INTRODUCTION
The explosive growth of both the wireless industry and the Internet is creating a huge market opportunity for wireless data access. Limited Internet access at low speeds (a few tens of kilobits per second at most) is already available as an enhancement to some second-generation (2G) cellular systems. However, those systems were originally designed with the sole purpose of providing voice services and, at most, short messaging, but not fast data transfers. Third-generation (3G) mobile wireless systems, currently under development, will offer true packet access at significantly higher speeds [ 11. Theoretically, user data rates as high as 2 Mb/s will be supported in certain environments, although recent studies have shown that approaching those rates might only be feasible under extremely favorable conditions -in the vicinity of a base station and with no other users competing for bandwidth 121. In fact, as will be argued in this article, traditional wireless technologies are not particularly well suited to meet the extremely demanding requirements of providing the very high data rates and low cost associated with wired access, and the ubiquity, mobility, and portability characteristic of cellular systems. Some fundamental barriers, related to the nature of the radio channel as well as to limited bandwidth availability at the frequencies of interest, stand in the way. As a result, the cost per bit in wireless is still high and not diminishing fast enough. In contrast, the wired world is already providing basically free bits, which has accustomed an entire generation of Internet users to accessing huge volumes of information at very high speeds and negligible cost. In this article we establish practical limits on the data rates that can be supported by a wireless data access system with a typical range of parameters, and we show how those limits can be lifted by using a combination of transmit and receive antenna arrays with powerful space-time processing techniques.
FUNDAMENTAL LIMITATIONS IN WIRELESS DATA ACCESS A BRIEF HISTORY OF CAPACITY
Ever since the dawn of the information age, capacity has been the principal metric used to assess the value of a communication system. However, several definitions of capacity exist.
We refer to link capacity or user capacity to signify the highest data rate at which reliable communication is possible between a transmitter and a receiver. At the same time, we use system capacity to indicate the total throughput -sum of user data rates -within a cell or sector. System capacity can be converted into area capacity simply via normalizing by the cell size. Since existing cellular systems were devised almost exclusively for telephony, user data rates were low' and had minimal variability. In fact, source rates were purposefully reduced to the minimum level necessary to support a highly compressed voice call and implicitly traded for additional users [3] . Therefore, systems were designed to accomodate a large number of low-data-rate users. With the emergence of wireless data services, many of these concepts are becoming obsolete. User data rates are increasingly variable and heterogeneous. The valuc of a system is no longer defined only by how many users it can support, but also by its ability to provide high peak rates t o individual users as needed; in other words, by its ability to concentrate large amounts of capacity at very localized spots. Thus, in the age of wireless data, user data rate surges again as an important metric. Due to the logarithmic relationship between the capacity of a wireless link and the signal-tointerference-and-noise ratio (SINR) at the receiver [4] , trying to increase the data rate by simply transmitting more power is extremely costly. Furthermore, it is futile in the context of a dense interference-limited cellular system, wherein an increase in everybody's transmit power scales up both thc desired signals as well as their mutual interference, yielding no net benefit. Therefore, power increases are useless once a system has become limited in essence by its own interference. Furthermore, since mature systems designed for high capacity tend to be interference-limited [3] , it is power itself -in the form of interference -that ultimately limits their performance. As a result, power must be carefully controlled and allocated to enable the coexistence of multiple geographically dispersed users operating in various conditions. Hence, power control has been a topic of very active research for many years.
Increasing the signal bandwidth -along with the power -is a more effective way of augmenting the data rate. However, radio spectrum is a scarce and very expensive resource at the frequencies of interest, where propagation conditions are favorable.2 Morcover, increasing the signal width beyond the coherence bandwidth of the wireless channel results in frequency selectivity. Although well-established techniques such as equalization and orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing can address this issue, their complexity grows rapidly with the signal bandwidth.3 Altogether, it is imperative that every unit of bandwidth be utilized as efficiently as possiblc. Consequently, spectral efficiency -defined as the capacity per unit bandwidth -has become another key metric by which wireless systems are measured. In order to improve it, multiple access methods -originally rathcr conservative in their design -have evolved toward much more sophisticated schemes. In the context of frequency-division multiplc access (FDMA) and timedivision multiple access (TDMA), this evolutionary path has led to advanced forms of dynamic channel assignment that enable adaptive and much more aggressive frequency reuse [3] . In the context of code-division multiple access (CDMA), it has led to a variety of multiuser detection and interference cancellation techniques (see [5] and the referenccs therein for a compilation of the vast literature on these topics).
SPACE: THE LAST FRONTIER
As a key ingredient in the design of more spectrally efficient systems, in recent years space has become the last frontier. Nonetheless, the use of the spatial dimension in wireless is hardly new. In fact, one could argue that the entire concept of frequency reuse on which cellular systems are based constitutes a simple way to exploit the spatial dimension. Cell sectorization, a widespread procedure that reduces interference, can also be regarded as a form of spatial processing. Moreover, even though the system capacity is ultimately bounded, the area capacity can be increased almost indefinitely4 by shrinking the cells and deploying additional base stations [3] . This idea has been the cornerstone of several low-tier microcellular system proposals. However, the cost and difficulty of deploying the vast infrastructure required to provide ubiquitous coverage using only microcells has proven prohibitive in the past; it remains to be seen whether that will change with the advent of wireless data. In light of these developments, the use of the spatial dimension is now geared mostly toward maximizing the system capacity on a perbase-station bask5 Here, base station antenna arrays are the enabling tools for a wide range of spatial processing techniques devised to enhance desired signals and mitigate interference [ 6 ] . Coverage can be extended and tighter user packing becomes possible, enabling, in turn, larger cell sizes and higher capacities. With sufficiently large arrays, capacity can bc extended even beyond the point at which every unit of bandwidth is effectively used in every sector through space-division multiple access (SDMA), which enables the reuse of the same bandwidth by multiple users within a given sector as long as they can be spatially discriminated.
LIFTING THE LIMITS WITH TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE ARRAYS
Until recently, the deployment of antenna arrays in mobile systems was contemplated -because of size and cost considerations -exclusively at base station sites. The principal role of those arrays, long before intcrferencc suppression and other signal processing advances were conceived, was to provide spatial diversity against fading [3] . Signal fading, arising from multipath propagation caused by scattering, has always been regarded as an impairment that had to be mitigated. However, recent advances in information theory have shown that, with the simultaneous use of antenna arrays at both base station and terminal, multipath interference can be not only mitigated, but actually exploited to establish multiple parallel channels that operate simultaneously and in the samc frequency band [7- 91. Based on this fundamental idea, a class of layered space-time architectures was proposed and labeled BLAST [lo] . In BLAST, multiple data streams are simultaneously radiated using different antennas within a transmit array. With sufficient multipath, a receiver also equipped with an array can separate and succcssfully decode all those data streams using sophisticated signal processing that bridges the gap between array processing and multiuser detection. A critical feature of BLAST is that the total radiated power is held constant irrespective of the number of transmit antennas. Hence, extraordinary levels of spectral efficiency can be achieved without any increase in the amount of interference caused to other users. In that sense, BLAST can be seen as an evolved form of SDMA wherein a number of single-antenna user terminals have been collocated into a BLAST terminal that handles their multiple signals simultaneously. Intuitively, this rcquires the base station to be able to resolve the individual antennas within the terminal array, which in turn would require synthesizing an impossibly narrow beam. With BLAST, the scattering environment around the terminal is used as an aperture through which those antennas become effectively resolvable. Furthermore, since the multiple terminal antennas are collocated, the transmit data streams can be threaded into powerful space-time codes [ll] . Notice that by reusing thc same bandwidth multiple times, BLAST enables large increases in user data rate without increasing the user bandwidth.
MODELS AND ASSUMPTIONS
Our analyses are conducted in the 2 GHz frequency range, which is where 3G systems will initially be deployed. This is a favorable band from a propagation standpoint [3] . Also, and again in line with the 3G framework, the available bandwidth is assumed to be H = 5 MHz. However, for simplicity we ignore frequency selectivity with the argument that it can be dealt with using the techniques mentioned earlier and their extcnsion to the realm of antenna arrays and BLAST [6] .
We concentrate on the downlink only, which has the most stringent demands for data applications. However, a similar analysis could be applied to the uplink, although with much tighter transmit power constraints. A cellular system with fairly large cells is assumed, with every cell partitioned into 120" sectors.
The propagation scenario we consider, portrayed in Fig. 1 , is based on thc cxistence of an area of local scattering around each terminal. Little or no local scattering is presumed around thc base stations.6 From the perspective of a base station, the angular distribution of power that gets scattered to every terminal is characterized by its root-mean-square width, commonly referred to as angle spread. Typical values for the angle spread at a base station are in the range of 1-10", depending on the environment and range [3] . The antennas composing a base station array can be operated coherently if they are closely spaced, or decorrelated by spacing them sufficiently apart [12] . At a terminal buried in clutter, on the other hand, angle spreads tend to be very large -possibly as large as 360" -and thus, large uncorrelation among its antennas is basically guaranteed.
We use M to denote the number of antennas within every base station sector and N to indicate the number of antennas at every terminal. The channel responses from every sector antenna to every terminal antenna are assembled into an N x M channel matrix H = { h n m } . Ignoring frequency selectivity, the entries of H are complex Gaussian scalars (Rayleigh-distributed in amplitude) whose local-average path gain has a range-dependent component and a shadow fading component. We choose to model the rangedependent component using the well-established COST231 model, which is based on Hata's fit to Okumura's measurements [3] . In suburban environments at 2 GHz, the local-average power path gain corresponds to7
(1)
with d the range in kilometers and G the total (combined transmit and receive) antenna gain. The shadow fading is taken to be log-normally distributed with an 8 dB standard deviation [3] . The correlation among the entries of H is detcrmined by the antenna spacing and angle spread. Antennas within a terminal are assumed fully uncorrelated, whereas those within a base station sector are assumed either also uncorrelated (for sufficiently large spacing) or fully correlated (for close spacing and coherent operation). Therefore, the rows of H are always independent, whereas the columns can be either linearly dependent or also independent.
While power control proved to be an essential ingredient in voice systems, where source rate variability was minimal, in wireless data systems rate adaptation becomes not only an attractive complement, but even a full alternative to power control. Hence, in this study we restrict ourselves to the case where the total power per user is held constant while the data ratc is being adaptcd.
Furthermore, we concentrate on open-loop architectures whcrcin transmitters do not have access to the instantaneous state of the channel. Only long-term information (i.e., information that varies slowly with respect to the fading rate) is available to the transmittenX In its original form, BLAST has no need for instantaneous channel information at the transmitter. However, more elaborate closed-loop forms of BLAST have been devised in order to exploit that information in those cases when it may be available, such as when a fast feedback link is available or when time-division duplexing is employed [S, 9, 131.0 It is assumed -in all cascs -that the channel matrix H is known perfectly at the receiver. Notice that this may require training overhead or, alternatively, blind acquisition algorithms.
The in-band noise power is o2 = N@F, where N o is the one-sided noise spectral density, B is the signal bandwidth, and I; is thc recciver noise figure. We set the noise figure to an optimistic value of F = 3 dB and use the noise spectral density corresponding to a standard temperature of 300 K. The local-average SNR, excluding fading oscillations, can be cxpressed as with PT the total radiated power.
In order to abstract our conclusions from the choice of specific codes or modulation formats, the use of capacity-approaching signal7 is presumed [4] .
SINGLE-USER DATA RATE LIMITS
SINGLE-USER DATA RATE BOUNDS Let us first consider an isolated single-user link limited only by thermal noise. Within the context of a real system, this would correspond to an extreme case wherein the entire system bandwidth is allocated to an individual user. Furthermore, it would require that no other users be active anywhere in the system or that their interference be perfectly suppressed. Clearly, these are unrealistic conditions; thus, the single-user analysis provides simply an upper bound, only a fraction of which is attainable. Also, since for a system to be interference-limited it is necessary that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) be large enough that thc noise level is much lower than the interference, this analysis also determines what cell sizes can be supported in interferencelimited conditions.
With a single transmit antenna and a single receive antenna, the single-user data rate bound can be expressed using Shannon's universal equation as (3) where Ih I is the (instantaneous) channel power gain. When instantaneous information about h is not available at the transmitter, this bound is achieved by transmitting a Gaussian signal with average power PT [4] . Since the channel h is time-varying in nature, the bound fluctuates with it. With sufficiently deep interleaving and/or sufficient bandwidth, it is possible to average out the small-scale fading fluctuations. Thc shadow fading, however, cannot be similarly averaged out without imposing an unacceptable degree of latency. Thus, we prefer to resort to the idea of outage rate, which is the value of C supported with certain (high) probability. For most of our results, we choose 90 percent as the probability of support, which implies that 10 percent of the bursts or coding blocks may contain errors. This appears to be a reasonable operating point for many applications, although other operating points are certainly possible.
When multiple antennas are used at the transmitter and/or receiver, Shannon's equation -with no instantaneous channel information at the transmitter -can be generalized [7] to C = Blogz det(1, +-HH) PT MO2 (4) with IN the identity matrix and Ih l2 replaced by HHT. As a reminder, the entries of the matrix H represent the independent h,, channels between the M transmit and N receive antennas. As the number of antennas -both M and N equallygets large, Eq. 4 converges to where p is the local-average SNR as defined in Eq. 2. Notice that the achievable data rate grows linearly with the number of uncorrelated antennas, which is a key result that contrasts with conventional diversity systems -using an array at either transmitter or receiver only -wherein the growth is only logarithmic [7] .
STEERED DIRECTIVE ARRAY
We first consider the use of an array at the base station only, with A4 closely spaced antennas operating coherently. Since an estimate of the directional location of the terminal can be usually derived from the uplink, the use of directive array algorithms has been regarded as an attractive option for enhancing the performance of existing 2G systems.
Each individual base station antenna has a gain of 15 dBi. The terminal is equipped with a single omnidirectional antenna. Under these conditions, and assuming the beam synthesized at the hase is properly steered toward the terminal, the single-user data rate bound can be expressed as As M grows, the array becomes more directive; thus, more precise information about the directional location of the terminal is needed in order to fully illuminate its local scattering area. Also, since no further directional gain can be realized beyond the point a t which the beamwidth becomes smaller than the angle spread, the size of a directive array has a fundamental bound imposed by the environment. We set M = 8, at which point the beamwidth falls below lo", as the maximum number of 15 dBi antennas that can be aggregated.10
The 90 percent single-user capacities corresponding to this scenario are presented in Fig. 2 with the transmit power set to PT = 10 W. Because of the logarithmic relationship between rate and power, the use of a base station directive array offers very limited improvement in terms of single-user data rate.
l1 The necessary spacing
TRANSMIT DIVERSITY
depends on the angle spread, butfortypicalvalues it is on the order of 5-1 0 wavelengths.
An alternative strategy, also based on the deployment of base station arrays only, which has already been incorporated into the 3G roadmap, is that of transmit diversity. In this case, the base station antennas must be spaced sufficiently far apart so that their signals are basically uncorrelated." The single-user data rate bound with transmit diversity can easily be derived from Eq. 4 to be with h, the channel response from each of the uncorrelated array antennas to the terminal. Notice that, in this case, the base station needs no information on the directional location of the terminal, which is a very attractive feature that eliminates the calibration burden associated with directive arrays. The corresponding single-user rcsults, shown in Fig. 3 , are nonetheless similar to their directive array counterparts. Although in this case there is no fundamental bound to the size of the array, there is little advantage in increasing it beyond M = 3-4 because of the diminishing returns associated with adding additional diversity branches to an already diverse link. Furthermore, in a true wideband system, frequency diversity would further reduce the benefits of transmit diversity.
MULTIPLE-TRANSMIT MULTIPLE-RECEIVE ANTENNA ARCHITECTURES
We finally turn our attention to architectures with both transmit and receive arrays. As in the transmit diversity case, base station antennas must be spaced apart for proper decorrelation [12] . In addition, the terminal must be equipped with its own array. Also as in the diversity case, no information about the directional location of the terminal is required. In order to avoid cluttering our results with an excessive number of parameters, we scale the size of both the base station and the terminal arrays simultaneously; that is, we set M = N . The capacities, obtained directly from Eq. 4, are depicted in Fig. 4 . For completeness, the transmit diversity curves of Fig. 3 are also shown. Notice the extraordinary growth in attainable data rates unleashed by the additional signaling dimensions provided by the combined use of transmit and receive arrays. With only M = N = 8 antennas, the single-user data rate can be increased by an order of magnitude. Furthermore, the growth does not saturate as long as additional uncorrelated antennas can be incorporatcd into thc arrays.
DATA RATE LIMITS WITHIN A CELLULAR SYSTEM
I n this section we extend our analysis in order to reevaluate the user data rate limits in much more realistic conditions. To that end, we incorporate an entire cellular system into the study. Most emerging data-orientcd systems feature time-multiplexed downlink channels, certainly those evolving from TDMA, but also those evolving from CDMA [14, 151. With that, same-cell users are ensurcd to bc mutually orthogonal; thus, the interference arises exclusively from other cells. Accordingly, we consider a time-multiplexed multicell system with base stations W Table 1 . System parameters.
placed on a hexagonal grid. Users are uniformly distributed and connected to the sector from which they receive the strongest signal. To further mimic actual 3G data systems, rate adaptation with no power control is assumed. Transmit signals are assumed Gaussian, which maximizes capacity as long as no multiuser detection across cells is attempted [4] . Altogether, the results presented in this section can be considered upper bounds for a 5 MHz ddtd-oriented 3G system.
The results correspond to Monte Carlo simulations conducted on a 19-cell universe: a central cell, wherein statistics are collected, surrounded by two rings of interfering cells. The cell size is scaled to ensure that the system is basically interference-limited.12 The simulation parameters are summarized, for convenience, in Table 1 .
Figure 5 displays cumulative distributions of system capacity (in megabits per second per sector) over all locations with transmit arrays only as well as with transmit and receive arrays. Thesc curves can also be interpreted as user peak rates, that is, user data rates (in megabits per second) when the entire capacity of every sector is allocated to an individual user. With transmit arrays only, the benefit appears significant only in the lower tail of the distribution, corresponding to users in the most detrimental locations. The improvements in average and peak system capacities are negligible. Moreover, the gains saturate rapidly as additional transmit antennas are added. With frequency diversity taken into account, those gains would be reduced even further. The combined use of transmit and receive arrays, on the other hand, dramatically shifts the curves offering multifold improvements in data rate at all levels. Notice that, without receive arrays, the peak data rate that can be supported in YO percent of thc system locations -with a single user per sector -is only on the ordcr of 500 kb/s with no transmit diversity and just over 1 Mb/s therewith. Morcover, thcsc figures correspond to absolute upper bounds. With modulation excess bandwidth, training overhead, imperfect channel estimation, realistic coding schemes, and other impairments, only a fraction of these bounds can be actually realized. Without receive arrays, user rates on the order of several megabits per second can only be supported within a restricted portion of the coverage area and whcn no other users compete for bandwidth within the same sector.
CONCLUSIONS
Traditional wireless technologies are not vcry wcll suited to meet the demanding requirements of providing very high data rates with the ubiquity, mobility, and portability characteristic of ccllular systems. Given the scarcity and exorbitant In this article, we have quantified the benefits of using antenna arrays -in the context of emerging mobile wireless data systems -as a function of the number of available antennas. Although absolute capacity and data rate levels are very sensitive to the specifics of thc propagation environment, the improvement factors are not. Hence, the relative scaling, rather than the absolute numbers themselves, is relevant.
Needless to say, a number of hurdles must he overcome before thesc ncw concepts can be widely implemented. First of all, it is necessary to assess the antenna arrangement and spacings that are required as well as the scattering richncss of the environments of interest. In this respect, the BLAST prototype, opcrational for some time at our Crawford Hill facility, has yielded extremcly cncouraging results [lo] . Additional -and equally encouraging -results from other sources are also surfacing. Second, the historical opposition to installing multiple antennas on a terminal must be conquered. While the shrinking size of cellular phones was a powerful argument sustaining that thesis, terminals requiring higher data rates tend to naturally be larger in size, so they can take full advantagc of the increased throughput. As a result, they also offer additional room for multiple closely spaced antennas. In fact, it is the cost of multiple separate radio chains that poses a limitation which might prove to be more stringent than the antennas themselves. Hencc, the development of low-cost integrated multiple-chain radio solutions has become a research topic of the utmost importance.
